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1. Denbigh School
2. Lancaster University
3. The Open University
4. University of Bristol
5. University of Southampton
Workshop overview

1. Our practice
   • SUPI team pitches (4 x 3 mins)
     • note the benefits to individuals, institutions and wider society
   • Table discussions (benefits of each initiative)
     • note 2 things you liked and 3 suggestions for improvements
   • You decide
     • note which initiative has the best chance of being sustained

2. Your practice

3. Results and workshop feedback
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OU & DTSA: Engaging Opportunities
• Virtual or Real Boxes
• Reusable resource
• Showcases breadth of LU research
• Through co-construction with schools and colleges, promotes ownership and usability
• Increased visibility of the University
• Senior and ECR dissemination of research, enhanced communication skills enabled self awareness of relevance of their own research process
• Inspiring the next generation
• Enable young people to; see and do research in their own school/college environment; meet real life researchers
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Workshop overview

1. Our practice

2. Your practice
   • Think of an example partnership you are involved in (3 mins)
     • note the benefits to individuals, institutions and wider society
   • Table discussions (benefits of each initiative)
     • note 2 things you liked and 3 suggestions for improvements
   • You decide
     • note which initiative has the best chance of being sustained

3. Results and workshop feedback
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